
Call for Abstracts | Exhibits | Sponsors

Sponsorship
Your sponsorship dollars will defray the cost of this event and
 support the ITEA scholarship fund, which assists  deserving
 students in their pursuit of academic disciplines related to the test
and evaluation profession. For more  information on the benefits of
sponsorship, or to obtain a pledge form, please visit
www.itea.org.

Exhibits
Your company or government organization will want to take
advantage of the premium space that is available for you to display
and demonstrate products and services for the test and evaluation
community. Take advantage of location – location – location, by
reserving your space early. To obtain an application to exhibit or to
see the floorplan, visit.www.itea.org.  Please contact Lena Moran
for additional information at Lmoran@traxintl.com

Lodging
The Wyndham Hotel
2027 Airway Blvd., El Paso, Texas 79925
915-778-4241 • 800-742-7248  www.wyndhamelpaso.com
The hotel is conveniently located within walking distance (160
yds.) from the El Paso Airport.
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January 24-26, 2017
El Paso, Texas

Hosted by the ITEA 
White Sands Chapter

17TH ITEA ENGINEERING WORKSHOP

System-of-Systems 
in a 3rd Offset Environment

Deadline - October 7, 2016

For all the details and to register, visit
www.itea.org

Connect with ITEA to LEARN, SHARE, and ADVANCE!
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Cyberspace Test Technology
• Improved Cyberspace Analysis
• Advanced Cyberspace

 Instrumentation
• Cyber-Physical Networks
• Cyber-Physical Attack Simulators
• Network Visualization

C4I and Software Intensive
Systems
• Test Automation
• Big Data Analysis
• Automated Control of Targets
• Next Generation Handhelds and

 Widgets
• Virtualization and Cloud Environments
• Advanced Computing

Distributed Testing
• Remove Test Infrastructure Biases
• Cross Domain Solution / Multi-level

Security
• Assess Big Data Warfighter Systems
• Testing Warfighter Systems

 Employing Agile Technologies
• Emulate Contested / Dense

 Communications, and  Environments

Modeling and Simulations
• Determine Simulation Fidelity
• V&V Across Battlespace

 Environments
• Battlespace Environments

 Aggregation
• Improve Simulation Run-Time

 Performance

Autonomous System Test
• Predict Autonomous Systems

 Behavior for Testing
• Enhance Safety of Autonomous

 System Testing
• Measure Autonomous Systems

 Reliability and  Performance
• Assess Vulnerabilities of Autonomous

Systems
• Measure Human-Autonomous

 Systems Interaction
• Test Instrumentation Concepts

 Supporting Autonomous Systems

Hypersonic System Test
• Flight Test and Evaluation
• M&S Tools for T&E of High

Speed / Hypersonic Systems
• Thermal Protection System Ablation

Characterization
• Instrumentation Concepts in Support

of Open Air Hypersonic 
(e.g.. String of Pearls)

Directed Energy
• M&S of Aircraft Survivability to High

Energy Laser (HEL) Target Imagery
with Active Adaptive Optics

• Calorimeter to Measure Very High
Total Power in Small HEL Spots

• High Power Microwave Instrumenta-
tion for Small UAV  Target

• Range Safety Concept Supporting DE
with Weaponized UAVs

Spectrum
• Multiple Access Schemes for

 Telemetry
• Low Cost Ground Based Phased 

Array Multiband Antenna
• Advanced Spectrum Management

Techniques
• C-Band Uplink with Predicted

 Avoidance

Advanced Instrumentation
Systems
• Intelligent Data Fusion Algorithms
• Advanced Inertial Measurement Units
• Individual Warfighter TSPI without

Using GPS
• Enhanced GPS Receivers

Call For Tutorials
Tutorials that address the theme of the symposium are being re-
quested.  Tutorials must be strictly non-marketing in scope, un-
classified, and public releasable.  Please  provide synopsis of
your tutorial to www.itea.org by   October 7, 2016.

Paper Abstract Submission
Technical Track Sessions and Poster Papers
All sessions will be unclassified and open to the general
T&E community. Abstracts will be reviewed for a presentation
during a session or as a poster paper. Presentations
will be published in proceedings and made available to all
attendees. Abstracts should cover the theme of the symposium,
be noncommercial in scope, pertinent to technical topic, no
longer than 500 words, and releasable to the general public. 
To be considered, please submit your  abstract by October 7,
2016 via our website at www.itea.org. On the Systems-of-
Systems workshop page click the paper submission link to
submit your  abstract. 

GUIDELINES FOR PRESENTATIONS AT 
ITEA EVENTS
Presentations at ITEA events should:
•   Contribute technically sound knowledge in a particular area of test and

 evaluation;
•   Present new knowledge or experience that has not been published

 previously; and,
•   Not be commercial, marketing, or "infomercial" in nature. The presen-

tation’s introductory slide is the only slide that may contain the presen-
ter's company name and/or logo. Presentations that promote specific
companies, organizations, products, or services are reserved for the
Exhibit Hall or Vendor Track Sessions, and strictly prohibited in Pre-
Workshop sessions (including tutorials, demonstrations, and other pre-
sentations), and the Workshop Plenary and Technical Track sessions.

•   Tutorials are typically scheduled for either a half-day or full day, should
include comprehensive presentations on well-established topics, and
may include hands-on exercises on using various software and/or hard-
ware tools. Technical Track Session presentations are shorter than tu-
torials and usually last 30 minutes. While tutorials go into considerable
depth, Technical Track Session presentations give quick holistic
overviews of interesting emerging topics with a concentration on 
 fundamentals and projection about the future of these topics.

•   Poster Presentations, usually displayed in the Exhibit hall, are designed
to present Works-in-Progress, new ideas, and emerging fields and
 research topics in test and evaluation. Poster presenters are expected
to bring their printed poster and handouts, and to be present during
scheduled times for the Poster Presentation session(s). Attendees will
browse the posters and directly interact with the presenters. Thus, the
poster session is intended to be an informal, conversational forum for
new ideas.

System-of-Systems in a 3rd Offset Environment

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

As the DoD embarks on a 3rd offset environment, execution of the
identified initiatives will require application of system of systems
principles to assure a robust and effective  solution. These princi-
ples and their application to the 3rd offset, will facilitate the creation
of a flexible infrastructure  capable of conducting more operationally
realistic test and training. The resultant distributed and integrated
test and training  environment will enhance readiness.

This workshop will discuss selected tenants of the 3rd

offset such as cyber, C4I and Software Intensive Systems, distrib-
uted testing, modeling and simulations, autonomous systems,
 hypersonic systems, directed energy, spectrum, advanced instru-
mentation systems, and expand the  discussion into a SoS applica-
tion or challenge. Key speakers, town halls and technical sessions
will be part of a  program to identify challenges, solutions, innova-
tions and a future state; all contributing to moving us closer to
 creation of an infrastructure and principles, conducive to testing
and  training in a more operationally realistic environment. Come
Join Us!

Program Planning Committee
Workshop Chair - Charlie Garcia

915-775-0003, cgarica@traxintl.com

Program Technical Chair - Patricia Holguín Lucero
915-775-0003, plucero@traxintl.com

Exhibits and Sponsorships Chair - Lena Moran 
915-227-9745, shawn.s.smith@engilitycorp.com

Host Chapter President - Doug Messer 
575-430-1825, dmesser99@aol.com

REGISTER TODAY!

www.itea.org

TOPICS FOR CONSIDERATION




